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Outline

Mass spectrometry:

I Uses in biochemical sciences;

I What does it actually do ?

I Why free software is ever more considered essential;

I Software available in Debian and other packaging work.



Mass spectrometry : uses in biochemical sciences
Measure the molecular (so-to-say) mass of molecules

Measuring the mass of a molecule is useful in:

I Quality control of medicinal substances;

I Characterization of molecules
→ polymeric or not, natural or synthetic;

I Basic sciences : biopolymer chemistry
→ proteins, nucleic acids (DNA | RNA), sugars
→ molecule identification and structural analysis.



Mass spectrometry : how does it work ?
Goal: to measure the mass of ionized molecules

Acquiring one mass spectrum = 3 experiments

1. Ionize the molecule of interest
(⇒ electrically charged analyte);

2. I Apply forces onto the ion (magnetic | electrostatic)
⇒ elicit a movement;

I Analyze the path of the ion in the vacuum
⇒ relate to the m

z ratio of the ion;

3. Count the ions to craft the mass spectrum: i = f (m/z )

The path followed by any one ion is related to the
“mass-to-charge” m/z ratio of that ion



A mass spectrometer
Source, analyser and detector (ion counter)

Photo: Vincent Steinmetz



A mass spectrum
Detected ion masses versus the count of the ions



Protein structural analysis
The very best way to get insights into the structure of a polymer: cristallography

Helix pomatia (snail) agglutinin : a glycoprotein

Requirements:

I Large amounts of material (tens or hundreds of milligrams);

I Purified or highly enriched material (difficult);

I Cristal growing is a difficult/empirical process.



Mass spectrometry : “replacement” for cristallography
Requirement for some protein chemistry



Mass spectrometry : “replacement” for cristallography
First-level protein structure characterization



Mass spectrometry : “replacement” for cristallography
In-depth protein structure characterization



Fluorescent proteins: how stable are these proteins ?
. . . In particular under γ radiation conditions ? Multiple oxidation events detected !

Collaboration Dr Marie Erard — Univ. Paris Sud — Orsay

There are at least five different events of oxidation



Importance of Free Software in mass spectrometry
Hardware manufacturers are fiercely struggling to gain exclusive control. . .

. . . both on the mass data and on the users themselves. . .
(“vendor lock-in”)

I Software is used as a sales pitch (particularly, LIMS†);

I Proprietary formats (terabytes of data stored !);

I Always ask for an “Export to mzML” [ or to (x, y) ] feature;

I What are the software offerings for mass spectrometry facilities ?

I massXpert: experiment preparation in biopolymer chemistry
simulation and analysis of mass data;

I mMass: powerful mass spectrum display and analysis.

† Laboratory Information Management System



Typical workflow
From the experiment design to the biological interpretation via mass data analysis

1. Sample conditioning :

I Choose the proper chromatographical technique to purify the
protein of interest (massXpert);

I Choose the proper enzyme to cleave the protein into peptides
(massXpert);

2. Acquire mass data (proprietary software);

3. Spectrum display and data analysis (mMass);

4. Spectrum interpretation (massXpert).



Mass spectrometry-related Debian packages
Already available. . .



Crystallography-related Debian packages



Debian packages
Some more work to do (no ITPs yet). . . at http://open-ms.sourceforge.net/

1. massXpert:

Requested feature : scriptability (Python ?);

2. OpenMS: (from the site)

“OpenMS is an open-source software C++ library for LC/MS
data management and analyses. It offers an infrastructure for the
development of mass spectrometry-related software. OpenMS is
free software available under the LGPL.”

3. TOPP :

I Whole suite of programs to perform piped mass data processing;

I Makes use of OpenMS;

I Highly complex set of libraries and tools.

http://open-ms.sourceforge.net/


When Debian will be a full-featured software solution?
What kind of software would a turn-key software solution need?

I First and central: a relational database system to store all the
data (mass spectrometric data and chromatographic data);

I A set of (pipe) |-able software pieces aimed at the fine-grained
analysis of mass data (TOPP, for example);

I Connectors to external databases: most analysis work is by
trying to perform matches between external data (often
theoretical data and own data);

I Powerful reporting tools.



Challenges. . .
When things can hardly be distributed. . .

I Non-free but highly useful software;

I Databases of natural data;

(pedagogy and diplomacy help sometimes)

Thank you for listening


